Remarkable Performance - Remarkable Training - Remarkable Price

Welcome to Remarkable Performance.

We do 5 things rather well:
- Evaluation and research
- Higher Educational / Staff Development
- Learning / Training Needs Analysis
- Higher Educational Programme Development
- Developing / Evaluating Quality Assurance Systems

You can see the types of programmes we run for our clients in the workshops section. An integral part of our talent
development success story is our professional one-to-one and team coaching services. More details of our coaching can
be found in the coaching section of the site.
If you are here because of our expert academic services to Higher Education just click on one of the 'University' menu
buttons.
Not sure what you want? No problem as our specialist Learning Needs Analysis services will get you on the right track
fast. Just click on analysis on any of the menus.
Our guarantee to you is that we will meet your expectations (we aim to exceed them) everytime or you get your money
back. We have no interest in being second best as our feedback shows.
Taking Time Out helped...
- "Re - discover what we believed to be important"
- "Really find out what our values were and which were in conflict with our mission"
- "What was holding us back"
- "Get back to our values - we had somehow lost our way"
- "Helped me clarify what needs to be done next"
- "Great concept which works well - I feel re-energised and empowered to get stuck back in and turn things around"
- "This has really helped me rethink the way we are working"
- "Everyone should do this".
- "You were right, taking time to step back and talk about what we are doing and why has made clear a number of issues
that have been holding us back".
- "I now know what we need to do to move forward".
- "Just what I needed. I was working so hard that I couldn't see the wood for the trees".
- "You guys should be working for the UN! If politicians did this the world would be in a far better state than it is".
- "Life changing".

Remarkable Performance has been set up to help entrepreneurs, business owners, leaders and managers to take time
out, solve problems, and work smarter.
Time Out + New Thinking = Remarkable Performance
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